
L. Preparation 

Item Description Benefits Cost

L102 Village Hospital Set Imaginative Play                                                  

Exploration                                                                         

Fine motor skills            

£2.50

L103 Doctors Set Imaginative Play                                                  

Exploration                                                                           

Fine motor skills            

£1.00

L104 Doctors Outfit and Equipment Imaginative Play Familurisation £1.00

L105 Nurses Outfit and Equipment Imaginative Play £1.00

L106 Topsy and Tim go to Hospital Book 

and Topsy and Tim go to the Doctor 

Book.

Explains the process of going into hospital 

and Doctors.

50p

Hospital Preparation & Illness
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L107 Asthma Teddy Friendly cuddly  Teddy to help children 

prepare for hospital experiences or to 

promote conversations about experiences 

(or just to have fun!)

£1.50

L108 Broken Bones Teddy Friendly cuddly  Teddy to help children 

prepare for hospital experiences or to 

promote conversations about experiences 

(or just to have fun!)

£1.50

L109 Tracheostomy Teddy Friendly cuddly  Teddy to help children 

prepare for hospital experiences or to 

promote conversations about experiences 

(or just to have fun!)

£1.50

L110 Feeding Teddy Friendly cuddly  Teddy to help children 

prepare for hospital experiences or to 

promote conversations about experiences 

(or just to have fun!)

£1.50

L111 Doctor Teddy Friendly cuddly  Teddy to help children 

prepare for hospital experiences or to 

promote conversations about experiences 

(or just to have fun!)

£1.50

L112 Lego Hospital set Build ambulances, xray departments, 

consulting rooms or operating theatres. 

Encourages exploration of feelings & 

imaginative play.

£2.00
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L113 BSL 4 Kids - My Hospital Stay cards Visual aid for preparing a child for hospital £1.00

L114 Going to hospital scale Helps prepare child for certain procedures 

which can be chosen from the cards and 

placed on velcro. Also has pain scale.

£1.00

L115 Going to Hospital Social Story Helps prepare a child for going to hospital 50p

L116 Pain Scale Helps a child rate their pain by using faces/ 

numbers and body map

50p

L117 Medical Passport Example of a medical passport that may be 

taken into hospital to aid medical staff in 

understanding a childs individual needs

50p

L118 I Feel Poorly Pointer Chart Picture & pointer chart to help a child show 

why they feel poorly.

50p
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L119 Medical Dentistry Picture Exchange 

Communication Keyring 

Cards on a keyring to help to prepare for 

dentistry procedures or hospital admissions

£1.00

L120 Medical Ailments Symbol Autism 

Cards Keyring SEN ASD Visual Aid 

Resource

38 Gloss Finished Cards Easy to work with 

as a keyring or with choice boards

£1.00

L121 Picture Exchange Communication 

Keyring (AAC) I Feel Poorly 

Cards on a keyring to help a child explain 

why they feel poorly

£1.00

L122 Operation Ouch - The HuManual Book about the human body from the 

popular TV programme.

50p

L123 Going to Hospital Book Explains the process of going into hospital. 50p
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L216 Topsy and Tim Dentist The twins first trip to the dentist. Helps to 

explain the steps a child may experience 

when visiting the dentist.

50p

L217 Topsy and Tim New Baby The twins' friend Tony has a new baby 

brother called Jack. 

50p

L218 Topsy and Aeroplane Topsy & Tim meet the stewardess & the 

pilot, learn all about the airport and discover 

that sucking sweets can stop little ears from 

popping!

50p

L219 Topsy & Tim Start School children will learn what to expect in lessons, 

in the playground - even in the canteen - 

and, more importantly, that school can be 

fun!

50p

L220 Topsy & Tim Safety First Teaches child about all kinds of things about 

safety, including crossing the road, playing 

safely in the garden and using their special 

booster seats in the car!

50p

L221 Topsy & Tim Meet the Police Find out about stranger danger, learn about 

safe places to play & lost property.

50p

General Preparation
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L222 Topsy & Time Move House Helps to prepare for moving to a new home, 

including packing up toys, taking down 

curtains and saying goodbye to neighbours!

50p

L223 There's a House Inside My Mummy! A gentle and tender story of a little boy 

waiting for his little brother or sister to 

arrive. 

50p

L224 Going to the Doctors Social Story 

Book

Helps to prepare for what to expect when 

going to see a doctor.

50p

L225 Going to the Dentist Social Story 

Book

Helps to prepare for what to expect when 

going to the dentist.

50p

L226 Bedtime Social Story Book Shows bedtime routine with adjustable 

clock and reward chart

50p

L227 Suzie goes to school Children will learn what to expect in lessons, 

in the playground - even in the canteen - 

and, more importantly, that school can be 

fun!

50p
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L228 Topsy and Tim Go to the Doctor Helps explain the process of going to the 

doctor

50p

L301 Whats Happening to Tom? A book about puberty for boys and young 

men with autism and related conditions

50p

L302 What’s Happening to Ellie? A book about puberty for girls and young 

women with autism and related conditions

50p

L303 Things Ellie Likes A book about sexuality and masturbation for 

girls and young women with autism and 

related conditions (contains explicit images)

50p

L304 Things Tom Likes A book about sexuality and masturbation for 

boys and young men with autism and 

related conditions (contains explicit images)

50p

L305 Facts of Life - Growing up Describes what takes place in the body at 

the time of puberty. Sections on sex and 

contraception, food, exercise, hygiene and 

drugs. 

50p

Puberty and Personal Safety
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L306 What's Happening to me? - Girls Describes exactly what is happening to their 

body in a straight forward, easy to 

understand way.  Also explains feelings.

50p

L307 Whats Happening to me? - Boys Describes exactly what is happening to their 

body in a straight forward, easy to 

understand way.  Also explains feelings.

50p

L308 Whats the Big Secret? Age-appropriate answers to kids' most 

common questions about sex, the human 

body, reproduction, and development.

50p

L309 My Body! What I Say Goes! Teaches children about personal 

bounderies, respect and consent.

50p

L310 No Means No! Teaches children about personal 

bounderies, respect and consent.

50p

L311 Good Touch Bad Touch Describes how to recognise each kind of 

touch, the differences between them, and 

how to respond.

50p
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L312 Understanding the Facts of Life Describes what takes place in the body at 

the time of puberty. Sections on sex and 

contraception, food, exercise, hygiene and 

drugs. 

50p

L313 How are babies made ? - Lift the flap 

book

Shows where a baby comes from, how long 

it takes to grow and what a newborn baby 

does.  Aimed at children from 3 years.

50p

L314 Staying Safe Online This guide gives you tips and tools to take 

control and stay safe online.

50p

L315 Girls Only Introduction to starting periods and other 

growing-up stuff.  Gentle, friendly advice 

and answers to those essential quiestions.

50p

L316 Amazing You! A book for young children who are 

becoming sexually aware but arent ready to 

learn about sexual intercourse.

50p


